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Abstract

Elongated bubble flow is a unique flow pattern that occurs during flow boiling in a microchannel. The incepted
bubbles quickly grow to the channel size and form long elongated bubbles due to the confinement of the microchannel.
The flow regimes and heat transfer coefficients in the microchannel are closely related to the elongated bubble behavior.
Numerical and experimental investigations were performed to study the behavior of elongated bubbles and their effect
on flow boiling. Elongated bubble growth in a lOu-um-diameter microchannel was calculated by using a two-zone
model, while flow visualization of elongated bubble behavior was obtained with a high-speed CCD camera.
Comparisons between the calculated results and experimental observations showed that the growth of the elongated
bubble was governed by the evaporation of the thin liquid film that formed between the vapor core and the heated
channel wall.
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1. Introduction

Flow boiling in microchannels is one of the most
promising research areas today due to advances in

microchannel heat exchangers and micro-devices

such as MEMS-based micro pumps. In particular, the
formation and behavior of micro vapor bubbles

during microscale phase-change heat transfer has
been extensively studied. The incepted bubbles

quickly grow to the channel size and form very long

elongated bubbles due to the confinement effect in a
microchannel. The formation and growth behavior of

these bubbles affect not only the heat transfer but also

the flow patterns, contributing to the overall pressure
drop and boiling heat transfer of the entire microscale

flow boiling phenomena. However, we lack an

understanding of the elongated bubble behavior, and
further research is required to clarify its role in the
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heat transfer mechanism.
Cornwell and Kew [I] proposed three micro

channel flow regimes: (i) isolated bubble flow which
is similar to bubbly flow in a large channel, (ii) con

fined bubble flow which has elongated bubbles, and
(iii) annular-slug flow. They visualized boiling R-113

flow in multiple minichannels with cross-sectional

area of 1.2xO.9 mm'. As the confined bubbles expand,
liquid in the slugs between them is deposited on the

channel walls and the flow becomes annular with
random, irregular slugs of liquid interspersed with the

vapor.

Many studies have numerically investigated the
behavior of bubbles in a microchannel. Different

models can be classified by the types of equations,

which is the starting point of interesting topics.
Numerical simulation of bubble growth and behavior

in a microchannel using the level set method was
carried out by Mukherjee and Kandlikar [2]. They

showed that the flow reversal described by Kandlikar

et al. [3] can be suppressed by using restrictors at the
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inlet. Bubble behavior during evaporation and
condensation in upward slug flow was simulated by
using the volume of fluid (VOF) method by Kumagai
et al. [4], while Yang et al. [5] simulated bubble
behavior under adiabatic conditions using the lattice
Boltzmann method (LBM). Since these models are
based on partial differential equations (PDEs), they
can be evaluated by using a computational fluid
dynamics (CFD) solver. Models based on ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) are derived from the
liquid film thickness. The researches of Qu et al. [6]
and Park et al. [7, 8] were focused on the heat transfer
in the thin liquid film, known as microlayer, which
originates from the single bubble growth in pool
boiling. Their models used the augmented Young
Laplace equation, proposed by Potash and Wayner [9].
To develop a heat transfer model based on the flow
pattern, a thin liquid film evaporation model of
elongated bubble in microchannel was proposed by
Jacobi and Thome [10]. They assumed that the
incepted bubbles quickly grew to the channel size
such that successive elongated bubbles were formed.
The elongated bubbles were confined by the channel,
forming a thin film of liquid between the bubble and
the channel wall. A detailed explanation of their two
zone model is given in the numerical analysis section
of this paper.

In this study, we examined the effect of elongated
bubble behavior in microchannel flow boiling. The
elongated bubble growth in a 100-/lm-diameter mi
crochannel was calculated by using a two-zone model.
Flow visualization of elongated bubble behavior was
performed with a high-speed CCD camera, and the
results were compared with numerically calculated
data.

one) by using the replica molding technique. The
dimensional uncertainty of the microchannel was ±2
urn due to the coating of parylene on PDMS. Because
pure PDMS has unfavorable characteristics such as
high permeability to some gases and elastic behavior,
conformal coating of parylene C dimer (di-chloro-di
para-xylylene) on the internal surface of the mi
crochannel was performed. The parylene polymers
were deposited from the vapor phase by a process
which in some respects resembles vacuum metalizing.

Parylene film has a low permeability to moisture
and gases such as nitrogen, oxygen and carbon di
oxide. The barrier properties of the parylene on
moisture vapor transmission and gas permeability are
superior to almost all polymeric materials such as
epoxides [II]. In addition, it has been found that
Young's modulus, tensile strength and Rockwell
hardness of parylene are considerably greater than
those of epoxides, silicones and urethanes [II].
Therefore, a parylene-coated PDMS microchannel is
sufficient to provide consistent resistance to
deforming.

The working fluid flow rate and heat flux were too
small to measure by conventional test methods. Ins
tead, new measurement techniques were developed
for flow boiling heat transfer inside a single micro
channel. Each microheater was heated by using the
Joule effect with a DC current. To evaluate the heat
input from the microheaters, the voltage and current
in each microheater were measured. And each micro
heater had a central serpentine pattern 20 urn wide
and four lead line patterns 2.54 mm wide. It is
believed that most of the heat generated by the
platinum is concentrated in the area of the central
serpentine pattern corresponding to the microheater
due to the very large line width ratio of the lead line

Fig. I. Schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus [3].
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2. Experiments

2.1 Experimental apparatus

We used a microscale heater array to supply
thermal energy to the working fluid and to measure
the local heated wall temperature. A series of
platinum 20-/lill-wide microheaters were deposited
inside the microchannel in the flow direction. We
used a horizontal rectangular microchannel having
about 100-/lill-hydraulic diameter in this study. We
fabricated a parylene-coated polydirnethylsiloxane
(PDMS) microchannel with a 100-/lm-wide and 100
urn-high channel cross section (i.e., aspect ratio is
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2.3 Data reduction

The heat generated in each microheater was esti
mated from Eq. (I).

(I)

(2)

(3)q" ~

q = VI

where, V and I are the measured electric voltage and
electric current, respectively. The effective heat fluxes
in the microheaters were calculated from net heat
input by subtracting the heat loss based on the
effective heating area.

where, Wch and Lch are the width and the length of the
microchannel so that the denominator of Eq, (3)
represents the planform area of the microchannel. The
heat losses were evaluated from the relationship
between the temperature of heated surface TIl> the
temperature of outer wall Tow, and the heat input q.

The uncertainties for the experimental variables
were evaluated by using Holman's method [13]. The
uncertainties of the measured temperature and
pressure at the inlet or outlet of the test section were ±
O.IOC and ± 0.76kPa. The uncertainties of the mass
flux and heat flux were ± 1.09% and ± 2.74%,
respectively.

The Illumination light for the high-speed images was
passed from the bottom of the test section to the
objective lens of the microscope through the test
section. A transparent PDMS microchannel was used
to provide simultaneous visualizations during the
experiments. The test section and flow visualization
devices are shown in Fig. 2. The dark serpentine
pattern shown underneath the liquid and vapor phases
represents the 20-/lm-line-width platinum micro
heaters.

3. Numerical analysis

3.1 Thin film evaporation modelfor elongated bubbles

We used Jacobi and Thome's [10] two-zone model
to simulate elongated bubble behavior in the
microchannel. Assume a pair of elongated bubble and
liquid slug flow in the microchannel with a hydraulic

pattern to the serpentine pattern. In addition, each
microheater has four lead lines (two for measurement
of electric voltage and two for electric power supply
and current measurement); it is possible to apply the
Kelvin four-wire resistance measurement principle.
Therefore, we can avoid the measurement uncer
tainties caused by wire resistance.

Since a linear relationship exists between resistance
and temperature in platinum, platinum microheaters
perform as both heaters and temperature sensors. To
quantify the relationship between temperature and the
resistance of each microheater, each microheater was
calibrated in a constant-temperature convection oven
after sufficient time was allowed to achieve ther
modynamic equilibrium. Each microheater showed a
fairly good linear relationship between temperature
and resistance.

The flow rate of the working fluid, as low as a few
drops of water per minute, was measured by reading
the mass gradient with time from the electronic
balance on which the outlet reservoir was installed.
The returning liquid and vapor mixture accumulated
in the outlet reservoir and water vapor condensed.

A conceptual schematic diagram of the measure
ment techniques is depicted in Fig. I. A detailed
description of the experimental apparatus, including
the test section, can be found in Huh et al. [12].
Deionized and degassed water was used as the
working tluid.

Liquid-vapor Serpentine
interface microheater pattern

Flow direction .,----

2.2 Flow visualization

A high-speed CCD camera with a microscope was
installed above the test section to obtain a real-time
flow visualization of the elongated bubble growth and
elongated bubble flow for flow boiling in a micro
channel. During the experiments, flow pattern images
were captured at a rate of 30,000 frames per second.

Fig. 2. Flow visualization apparatus.
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q

Fig. 3. The elongated bubble/liquid slug flow described by
the Jacobi and Thome model [10].

limited model [14] in a uni-formly superheated liquid,

(9)

(10)

(11)

Using an energy balance and mass conservation,
the coupled differential equations for the vapor and
liquid length can be derived:

dLg q'D; (LK(t) +L;(t))
(7)

dt Pg(R-OJifg

dL; q'D; (Lg(t) + Lf(t))
(8)

dt Pf(R - 0o)\g

diameter of Dh. Under a constant heat flux, the length
of the elongated bubble L, increases and the length of
the liquid slug L, decreases. After inception of the
bubbles at the nucleation site, they quickly fill the
entire microchannel and grow in the flow direction
due to the confinement effect of the microchannel.
Jacobi and Thome assumed that up to the instant of
bubble detachment, the elongated bubble and liquid
slug flow passed the microchannel at the liquid
velocity, over each period of bubble generation a pair.

where Ja is the Jakob number, ar is the thermal
diffusivity of the liquid, r is the bubble radius, and Tsat

is the superheat ofthe heated channel. Their timescale
was the period required for the bubble to grow to the
channel radius. Therefore, the time period 1: for suc
cessive bubble formations, or the sweeping frequency
of the elongated bubble/liquid slug pair, was a func
tion of the bubble radius and the wall superheat. In
elongated bubble flow, the bubble radius given by Eq.
(9) is the channel radius. With these relations, the
timescale 1: for the experimental conditions (order of
10-7~10-6) was too small to proceed with the bubble
growth calculations due to the very small hydraulic
diameter (Dh=100 urn), Therefore, the bubble de
parture frequency observed during the experiment
was used for the numerical calculations in this study.
A detailed method for determining the bubble de
parture frequency will be discussed in the following
section.

Since the bubble frequency reported by the con
duction-limited model [14] was very small, the initial
length of the elongated bubble/liquid slug pair was
also small. These small frequencies and initial lengths
also made it difficult to perform the numerical
calculations. To reconcile these numerical difficulties,
we used the observed initial bubble and liquid slug
lengths from the experiments.

(4)

(5)

(6)

Tm
Lp(t =0) = Lpu=-

P;
LK (t = 0) = Lxa = D"

where (50 is the initial liquid film thickness.

3.2 Period of elongated bubble and liquid slug pair
generation

The two-zone model applies a conduction-limited
timescale to estimate the period of time between the
generations of successive elongated bubble/liquid
slug pairs. These timescales were derived from the
bubble growth behavior governed by the conduction-

4. Results

4.1 Bubblefrequency

To obtain the bubble departure frequency in the
microchannel, visualizations of the bubble inception,
growth, and departure were carried out during the
experiments.

Fig. 4 shows the sequential images of the bubble
behavior for a mass flux G=130 kg/m/s and a heat
flux q"= 195 kW/m l

. The images were captured at a
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Fig. 4. Inception, growth and departure of single bubble at
0=130 kgrrr's and q"=195 kW/m 2

rate of 30,000 frames per second. The time span
between successive bubble inceptions was 3.3·10-4 s,

which is longer than the value estimated by using the
conduction-limited model [14], Eq. (6), for a given
hydraulic diameter.

Zuber [15] suggested the following relationship for

the mean bubble departure diameter OJ and bubble
departure frequency f:

(12)

The bubble departure frequency obtained by
using Zuber's [15] model and the experimentally

measured values gives the same order of magnitude
of 10--'. The departure diameter of the bubble in the
microchannel was approximately half the hydraulic

diameter, as shown in Fig. 4. Since Zuber's model
gives a similar bubble departure diameter by using the

actual measured bubble frequency, we used it to
calculate the bubble growth behavior (Eqs. (5) and
\6)).

./.2 Initial length ofan elongated bubble

The length of the elongated bubble can be cal
culated by using the differential equations given by
Eqs, (7) and (8), and the initial conditions given by
Eqs, (-1)-{6). However, a shorter period, that is, a

higher frequency, of the elongated bubble and liquid
slug generation given by the conduction-limited
model yields different elongated bubble growth rates

t = 0

t = 0.066 ms

t = 0.132 ms

t = 0.198 ms

t = 0.264 ms

t = 0.330 ms

t = 0.396 ms

t = 0.462 ms

t = 0.528 ms

Fig. 5. Formation of an elongated bubble at 0=130 kg/m's
and q"=195 kW/m2

•

compared to experimental results. This discrepancy
arises because the conduction-limited model was
derived for superheated pool boiling conditions,
whereas the thermodynamic state of the bulk fluid
flow is not superheated in the present microchannel.
Therefore, we used the measured initial length of the
elongated bubble in this study. The initial length of
the elongated bubble/liquid slug pair was evaluated
from the flow visualization results.

4.3 Formation ofan elongated bubble

Elongated bubble flow is a unique flow pattern
encountered in microscale flow boiling. A single
bubble incepted in the microchannel grows, departs,
quickly fills the entire cross section of the channel,
and finally forms an elongated bubble. The flow
regimes and heat transfer coefficient are closely
correlated with the elongated bubble behavior. Fig. 5
shows the formation of elongated bubble in the
microchannel. The confinement of the microchannel
wall produced long elongated bubbles.

4.4 Growth ofan elongated bubble

As shown in Figs. 5 and 6, an elongated bubble is
important both from scientific and practical points of
view in relation to microscale fluid flow and heat
transfer problems. After the departure of the bubble
from the incepted cavities, the elongated bubble
behavior corresponds to heat transfer mechanism. In
particular, the growth of the elongated bubble in the
flow direction, both upstream and downstream, is
governed by the major heat transfer mechanism in
microchannel flow boiling.
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Fig. 6. Growth of an elongated bubble at G=130 kg/rrr's and
q"=195 kW/m2 (time span between successive images
=1.0·10-4s)
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Fig. 8. Effect of the initial film thickness on the elongated
bubble growth at G=130 kg/m's and q"=195 kW/m'.
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Fig. 7. Length of an elongated bubble at G= 130 kg/m2s and
q"=195 kW/m2

•

fferential equations for the vapor and liquid can be
modified:

The elongated bubble lengths are compared to the
experimental data in Fig. 7. The modified heating
area calculations represented the experimental be
havior well. Therefore, this modification was applied
to the following calculations. The other variable para
meter, the initial film thickness, was assumed to be
one-tenth of the hydraulic diameter.

At present, the initial film thickness is difficult to
measure directly. Fig. 8 shows the effect of the initial
liquid film thickness on the elongated bubble

Fig. 6 shows sequential images of elongated bubble
growth at a mass fllL,( G=130 kg/nr's and a heat flux

q"=195 kW/m2
• The images were captured at 30,000

frames per second and the time span between
successive images was 1.0·10-4 s. Different move

ments of the leading and trailing liquid-vapor in

terfaces were observed, indicating the elongated

bubble grew not only in the flow direction but also

counter to the bulk fluid flow direction.

A numerical calculation of the elongated bubble

growth was performed by using Eqs. (7) and (8). The
initial conditions, which are the length of the elon

gated bubble/liquid slug pair, were obtained from the

visualization results shown in Fig. 6. One of the ad

justable parameters, the nucleation superheat, was

obtained from the measured heated wall temperature.

This was possible because the platinum microheaters

had a linear relationship between temperature and

electrical resistance. Therefore, it is possible to get

local superheat condition.

The two-zone model [10] was originally developed

for a circular microchannel under axially uniform

heating conditions. However, the present rectangular

microchannel was under non-uniform circumferential

heating conditions. Since the PDMS has a thermal

conductivity as low as 0.15 W/mK, the side and top

wail of the microchannel could be considered
insulated. This modification to the heated area was

considered in the numerical calculations.

In a circular uniformly heated microchannel, the

heat transfer area is described as the internal surface

area (i.e., product of circumference and length). On

the other hand, the heat transfer area in single-side

heated rectangular microchannel can be expressed as

a product of the width and length of the heated

channel wall only when the non-heated wall can be

treated as insulated state. Therefore, the coupled di-
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<----- Row direction <----- Row direction

Fig. 9. Growth of an elongated bubble at G=136 kg/m's and
q"=190 kW/m2 (time span between successive images =
2.0·10-4 s).

Fig. II. Growth of an elongated bubble at G=150 kg/rrr's and
q"=176 kW/m2 (time span between successive images =
2.0·10-4 s).
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Fig. 10. Length of an elongated bubble at G=136 kg/rrr's and
q"=190 kW/m'.

Fig. 12. Length of an elongated bubble at G=150 kg/m2s and
q"=176 kW/m2

growth behavior. The initial film thicknesses bet
ween I and 10 11m showed similar behaviors; how
ever, thicker initial film thicknesses produced unrea
sonable bubble growth estimations.

Fig. 9 shows the elongated bubble growth at a mass
flux G=136 kg/rrr's and a heat flux q"=190 kW/m2

.

The images were captured at 30,000 frames per
second and the time span between successive images
was 2.0·10-4 s. Fig. 10 shows that the behavior of the
elongated bubble length obtained from the ex
periments was similar to that from the numerical
calculations. However, larger mass flux and smaller
heat flux conditions yielded a higher growth rate in
the calculations compared to that given in Fig. 7.

Fig. II shows the elongated bubble growth at a
mass flux G=I50 kg/rrr's and a heat flux q"=176
kW/m2

• The images were captured at 30,000 frames
per second and the time span between successive
images was 2.0·10-4 s. Fig. 12 compares the elongated
bubble length obtained from experiments

with that obtained from the numerical calculations.
The numerical calculations predicted a higher growth
rate than observed in the experiments.

As the mass flux increased and the heat flux
decreased, the calculated results gave a higher growth
rate for the elongated bubble. This difference implies
that the numerical two-zone model predicted fast
elongated bubble growth behavior compared to
experiment. In other words, the two-zone model did
not provide a reliable prediction capability as the
vapor fraction decreased. On the other hand, the
higher vapor fractions produced a thin liquid film
flow along the heated wall and vapor flow in the core
of microchannel, so that the thin liquid film eva
poration in the two-zone model could predict the
elongated bubble behavior.

5. Conclusions

Flow regimes and heat transfer mechanisms in a
microchannel are closely correlated with the elon-
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